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Abstract

The relationship between insulation aging and generator lifespan using fiber optic sensors (FOSs) is explored to ultimately improve asset lifespan through smart choices in running conditions and maintenance. Insulation aging is a major factor that causes generator failure. FOS provides the rare opportunity of being installed up close to the insulation, monitoring degradations that are otherwise difficult to detect. FOSs, unlike purely electrical transducers, are immune to high voltage (HV) and strong electromagnetic (EM) fields. They are small and have a proven long life by their deployment in the Telecom industry.

The proposed FOS is a Fabry-Perot cavity made up of two identical fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) using light wave interference as the working principle. Such architecture delivers simultaneous vibration (10 Hz–1 kHz) and temperature (0.1°C resolution) monitoring, both helping to spot irregular vibration patterns (signatures) and hot-spots inside the generator stator slots. The signal processing unit equipped with a gateway device can help to connect the large volume of sensor data, allowing correlation with the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system data of the plant. This chapter also elaborates on the field test jointly conducted with Calpine Corporation and Oz Optics, Ltd. (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada).
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1. Introduction

Insulation aging phenomenon in air-cooled gas-fired generators is a problem confronting both original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and owners of these competitive assets [1]. The expected life of these generators largely depends on design, manufacturing workmanship and choice of material. It also depends on the way they are used. They are used to
adapt to the intermittent nature of renewable energies, subjecting them to many start-stop cycles. Such cycles give rise to stresses and creeps from material expansion and contraction. Under constant cost reduction, pressure generators are getting less expensive and their quality also suffers. Their characteristic strong vibrations that shake the structure lose further aggravates this.

**Figure 1** (left) shows how vibration causes delamination in the core, allowing the varnish to wear out and then eddy currents to introduce hot-spots affecting the performance of the winding in the slot located close by. It becomes a downward spiral of mechanical degradation. Some of the cost reducing innovations that were previously introduced worked well in a base load operation. However, in a constant start-stop mode of operation, generators are susceptible to outage early in their life because they are air-cooled. The constant thermal cycling combined with the variable characteristics of the air contribute to early wear. They can suffer from a new failure mode called vibration sparking. This is the first time that this failure mechanism has been observed as failure in progress as shown in **Figure 1** (middle). They usually become uncovered upon a complete breakdown. A simple model that combines thermal aging and a mechanical vibration-assisted degradation process is introduced in the following sections.

Thermal aging of the insulation is often related to temperature as generators have been around for more than 100 years. The insulation material has gone through many innovative improvements [2]. A greater focus is given on the mica material and winding design that has a top layer of conductive carbon paint or conductive tape, which makes connection to the grounded stator. This is the working principle of the generator and other rotating machines such as the large industrial motors.

### 2. Insulation aging

The investigation result of generator fault event shows that the failure probability of the single generator will be increasing with the generator’s capacity and applying time increasing. The investigation results show that more than 50% electrical equipment failures are caused by the insulation system [3]. How to detect generator insulation aging and degradation is of great economic and social significance. Improved reliability in power distribution affects every level of society.
2.1. Insulation aging reasons

For the gas-fired generator, the stator winding, which is the direct carrier that generates electricity, would sustain different kinds of combined effects in the process of operation simultaneously, such as electric, heat, mechanical and any other actions [4]. The investigation and researching results gained by many researchers, show that a series of physical and chemical changes will occur during the insulation materials operating for a long time, such as insulation medium softening, pinhole, cracking, ionization, etc. [5]. It is generally assumed that insulation aging is affected mainly by thermal cycling, heat aging, electric aging, mechanical vibration aging combined together [6].

2.1.1. Heat-aging effect

Many generator insulation materials consist of mica and epoxides. Mica and epoxides both have excellent heat resistant characteristics. The occurring rate of the aging phenomenon is slow while the generator is working under normal temperatures, and the higher the temperature of the insulating material is, the faster the heat aging. The insulation materials performance decreases with the increase of temperature. For the generator, the main reasons for the increase of insulation temperature are the resistance heat of the conductor, partial discharge, leakage current of the insulation and the heat caused by the dielectric loss. For the epoxide-mica insulation medium, there are two ways to affect the insulation performance: one is the epoxy-mica temper embrittlement and thermal degradation and another is the local defects caused by thermal expansion of the polymer [7].

2.1.2. Mechanical stress effect

The generator stator windings are nested in the mechanical supporting structure. The stator winding is generally running under mechanical stress. At the same time, there always exists vibration, which corresponds with stress. The electromagnetic force generated on the stator windings changes the rotor turning speed variation. Due to the effect of long time fluctuating mechanical force, there would produce some joint loosening and vibration. Under the action of alternating stress and vibration, the conductive carbon coating attached to insulation material would loosen and shed because of the vibration fatigue. We call it mechanical insulation aging which is caused by mechanical stress. The alternating mechanical force comes from static mechanical force, the start-stop electromagnetic force, and mechanical vibration force at running time [8]. Mechanical vibration force at running time produces as illustrated in Figure 2.

2.1.3. Sparking effect

The winding insulation of generators are made of epoxy & mica combined together. Due to the difference of expansion coefficient and manufacturing process, there exists some micro-gaps between materials and carbon coating, different insulation layers, under the effect of electric field, the sparking caused by partial discharge would be showing up at the micro-gap location. Due to the sparking, there are three damage types. One type is that the main insulation thickness becomes thinner because the adhesive between the coating and the insulation medium is carbonized by the high temperature in the micro-gap caused by the partial discharge. The second type is that the edges of the insulation medium and the air gap wall
would appear to erode into pit and pinhole defects because of the striking by a large number of charged particles at high speed, which lead to a decline in insulation. The third type is that the discharge can produce ozone, which damages the insulation and copper conductor by combining with water, NO and NO₂ [9–15].

2.2. Gas-fired generator aging

2.2.1. Insulation thermal aging

The reliability of the insulation is dependent on the thickness of the mica layer being applied in different parts of the windings [16–18] as illustrated in Figure 3.

Then, a top coating of conductive layer is overlaid to complete the structure. Therefore, the full voltage will now be exercised across the insulation as depicted in Figure 4.

The layers are quite thick, normally free of pinholes, defects, and other imperfections. However, the material ages with time, which results in reduction of their insulation properties. Defects start to form from partial discharge (PD) occurring where the windings show traces of contamination left behind during manufacturing and handling. This phenomenon is one among other degradation processes at work.
2.2.2. Strong vibration aging

Vibration is an equally powerful aging mechanism. Vibration is inherent in the design structure of any rotating machine. Most generators are two-pole machines where uneven air gaps can be introduced due to misalignment, giving rise to a two-time line frequency (2xLF) nominal signature \[19\]. Then there is the effect of unbalancing, which gives a strong line frequency (1xLF) component. Vibration can become much stronger when the material and structure become close to a resonance mode. Excessive vibration can start rubbing the insulation, triggering shortened turns or shorts to ground. Figure 5 shows the interactions inside a complex winding. Vibration in a generator can occur in both the radial and tangential directions.

2.2.3. Hot-spot vibration sparking aging

Vibration sparking is a special process in gas-fired generators combining insulation thermal aging together with strong vibration effects \[20–22\]. Hot-spot measurement was performed in a random wound electric machine coil \[23\]. Vibration measurement was also performed

Figure 4. Depiction of grounded conductive outermost layer. Courtesy of QPS Photronics.

Figure 5. Eight strands within a stator slot interacting with each other under the effect of vibration. Courtesy of QPS Photronics.
using a wideband fiber optic vibration sensor (see [21]). For confirming the effect of vibration sparking on insulation performance, some methods were actually developed to monitor the end winding of a large power generator. For example, a simple fiber Bragg grating (FBG) have been used to measure hot-spots and they found the measured value affected by vibration of the motor (see [23]). A thin vibration sensor was developed for monitoring winding vibration inside the transformer [24] by making use of the long gauge effect, namely a length of single-mode fiber spliced onto the cavity rendered the whole fiber a distributed vibration sensor. Meanwhile, the field test was performed in cooperation with Calpine Corporation. When Calpine Corporation found signs of disturbance in the winding insulation, they realized that it was time to perform a major maintenance, leading to a rewind. Some samples of the affected windings were examined (Figure 6). There seems to be various stages of degradation.

All the measurement research above shows that as the revolutions per minute (RPM) are increased, various local resonances started to appear. Then, unique frequency signatures

Figure 6. Patches of insulation damage on winding. Close-up highlights pinholes formed in the conductive carbon paint. Courtesy of QPS Photronics and Calpine Corporation.

Figure 7. At left, conceptualization of vibration sparking. At right, complete winding insulation became destroyed at another power plant suspected of having similar problem.
appeared and were associated with different deliberately introduced faults like open-circuits, short-circuits, and bearing digs. Note that they are recoverable after the experiment. It is observed that they are very distinct from those obtained when the motor was restored to its original healthy condition (see [19]).

It is hypothesized these were related hot-spots developed in the stator, caused by eddy current loops, formed when damage occurs between the insulation and the neighboring laminated steel plate. The hot-spots reduced the performance of the insulation and PD subsequently occurred, eroding further the carbon paint. Furthermore, mica insulation also suffered from damage. PD activities would not have sufficient energy to puncture the mica and another failure mechanism might be at work, vibration sparking. Such process is defined by excessive vibration occurring in the slot so that the carbon paint, normally maintaining ground contact to the stator, failed and HV appears at some of those disturbed locations and the air breaks down to form a plasma. Figure 7 (left) illustrates the concept. For the other side of the vibrating part, the plasma lost contact with its current source. This is a powerful source of electro-etching, an industrial process used to etch hard material like ceramics. If this process continues undetected, it destroys the mica insulation, leading to an unplanned outage as shown in Figure 7 (right).

3. Insulation aging detection theory

3.1. Insulation aging model

In order to master the law of aging and reduce the losses due to aging, some aging models of insulation have been established based on practical experience and theoretical analysis.

3.1.1. The aging model of single factor

(1) Electric stress aging model

The Power Reciprocal model in low electric field and the Index model in high electric field are proposed based on a lot of electric stress affected researches. The Power Reciprocal model is as follows [25]:

\[ L = kE^n \]  

where: \( L \) represents failure time, \( E \) represents external applied voltage, \( k \) and \( n \) are empirical constants.

The Index model is as follows [26]:

\[ L = a \exp(-bE) \]  

where: \( L \) represents failure time, \( E \) represents external applied voltage, \( a \) and \( b \) are empirical constants.

(2) Thermal aging model
The thermal aging model based on the equation that describing the relationship between the rate constant of the chemical reaction and the temperature as follows:

\[
\ln t = \ln A + \frac{E_0}{RT} \tag{3}
\]

where: \( t \) represents the set testing time, \( A \) is constant, \( E_0 \) represents the energy loss during the process of aging (unit: kJ/mol), \( R \) equals to the gas constant (8.314 J/mol·K), \( T \) represents temperature (K).

(3) Mechanical stress aging model

The mechanical stress aging model of a large motor is generally expressed by the empirical formula as follows:

\[
L = K_m S^m \tag{4}
\]

where: \( L \) represents the failure time, \( S \) represents the mechanical stress, \( m \) and \( K \) are empirical constants related to vibration frequency [27].

3.1.2. Electric-thermal two-factor aging model

With the in-depth study of single factor electric and thermal aging, it is found that the reasons for the insulation aging are not isolated. The electric-thermal two-factor aging model that is widely accepted is as follows:

(1) Simoni model

Based on the function of hypothetical electric field \( F(E) = \ln(E/E_0) \), Simoni proposed the two-factor aging model as follows:

\[
L(T, E) = L_0 \left( \frac{E}{E_0} \right)^{-A} \exp \left[ -B \Delta \left( \frac{1}{T} \right) \right] \tag{5}
\]

where: \( A = n - b \Delta (1/T) \), \( n \) represents the index of the power reciprocal, \( L_0 \) represents the breakdown time at \( E = E_0 \), \( E \) represents applied electric-field, \( E_0 \) represents a reference electric-field value, \( b \) represents an empirical constant determined by the insulation materials, \( \Delta \) represents the constant of the single factor thermal aging model, \( T \) represents the temperature (K).

(2) Ramu model

Based on the rate of Eyring physical chemistry reaction and considering the temperature function as constant, the Ramu the model is established from the Power Reciprocal aging model as follows [28]:

\[
L(T, E) = c(T) E^{-n(T)} \exp \left[ -B \Delta \left( \frac{1}{T} \right) \right] \tag{6}
\]

where: parameter definitions are identical as the ones found in the Simoni model, \( c \) and \( n \) are empirical constants.
(3) Crine model

Crine proposed that the process of aging could be characterized by the energy barrier, and considered that the age of the insulation medium equals the time of the charged particles crossing the barrier. Based on the hypothesis that the average time of collective carriers through the potential barrier are equal to the time of a single carrier passing through the barrier, the aging model described by the relation of thermal-dynamic is obtained as follows:

$$L = \frac{h}{kT} \exp\left[\frac{\Delta G - e\lambda E}{kT}\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where: $L$ represents the failure time, $h$ represents the Planck constant, $k$ represents Pohl Seidman constant, $\Delta G$ represents free energy, $\lambda$ represents the width of barrier, and $e$ represents the particle charge involved in the aging process.

The mathematical models of insulation aging above show how to theoretically predict the temperature, PD and stress in a timely fashion. It is the foundation of predicting the life of insulation materials and reducing safety accidents. In the context of the demand for electric power equipment that goes increasingly up, researchers nowadays have their full attention on predictive methods to trend the aging of insulation and therefore predict the generator’s service life.

3.2. Fiber grating detection technology

Due to the complex environment caused by electricity, heat, machinery and chemistry, there are few sensors able to detect the insulation’s aging in generators. With the increasing sophistication of fiber optic based technology, FBG based sensor has become the research focus in the field of sensors because of its inherent advantages, such as compact structure, corrosion resistance, intrinsic passivity, indifference to electromagnetic interference and its multiplexing abilities.

3.2.1. Principle of optical Fiber sensing technology

Optical fiber sensing technology senses and transmits external environment parameter variations based on the optical fiber medium. The optical fiber has the characteristic and ability to sense and transmit the information to the optical-electric field in itself directly or indirectly. When a beam of light illuminates through optical fiber, the change of the external environment parameters (e.g. vibration) could be sensed. The optical-electric fields characteristic value in the optical fiber, such as amplitude, phase, wavelength and polarization, would be affected by the signals sensed while the sensed signal propagates in the fiber. Furthermore, by using a demodulation device, the changes of the external environment physical parameters quantity could be obtained by using the signal reversing method [29]. The principle of optical fiber sensing is depicted in Figure 8.

3.2.2. Fiber Bragg grating sensor model

Based on the light coupling-mode theory at the scale of micro-disturbances, the effective refractive index of grating region and the central wavelength of FBG could be obtained by solving the light equation as follows [29]:
\[ \delta n_{\text{eff}} = \overline{\delta n_{\text{eff}}} \left[ 1 + \cos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\Lambda} z\right) \right] \] (8)

where: \( n_{\text{eff}} \) represents the effect refractive index, \( \Lambda \) represents grating period, \( \overline{\delta n_{\text{eff}}} \) represents the change of the average effective refractive index.

The characteristic wavelength that interacts with the optical fiber corrugation is represented by:

\[ \lambda_b = 2 n_{\text{eff}} \Lambda \] (9)

where: \( \lambda_b \) represents the Bragg (central) wavelength.

Figure 8. The principle of optical fiber sensing.

Figure 9. The frame of the Bragg fiber grating and its reflecting schematic diagram. Courtesy of QPS Photronics.
From the FBG central wavelength formula, we can conclude that: (A) when a beam of incident light transmits through the grating region, there always exists a fraction of the light that reflects back, and the wavelength of the reflected light must satisfy the Bragg wavelength Eq. (9); (B) The Bragg wavelength of the FBG only depends on the grating period \( \Lambda \) and the refractive index \( n_{\text{eff}} \).

A proper FBG will have its central wavelength solely determined by the corrugation period and effective refractive index. The FBG central wavelength, period, and effective refractive index are all fixed constants, meaning that the reflection spectrum of the FBG central wavelength is always fixed at reflecting peak on the condition that the FBG sensor is under the same environmental conditions \([30, 31] \). The frame of the FBG and its reflecting schematic diagram are shown in Figure 9.

### 3.2.3. Fiber Bragg grating sensor model for temperature

Due to the central wavelength shifted with the change of temperature, based on the formula (9) and the assumption that the fiber grating is only affected by the temperature, the central wavelength shifting value of the FBG could be obtained as follows:

\[
\frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda_B} = \left( \alpha_s + \zeta_s \right) \Delta T \tag{10}
\]

where: \( \alpha_s = \left( \frac{1}{\Lambda} \frac{\Delta \Lambda}{\Delta T} \right) \) represents the fiber’s thermal expansion coefficient, and is used to describe the grating pitch variation with the temperature. \( \zeta_s = \left( \frac{1}{n_{\text{eff}}} \frac{\Delta n_{\text{eff}}}{\Delta T} \right) \) represents the FBG thermo-optical coefficient, and is used to describe the variation of the material refractive index changing with the temperature.

Based on the Eq. (10), the variation of the ambient temperature could be reversed by detecting the variation of the central wavelength \( \Delta \lambda \).

### 3.2.4. Fiber Bragg grating sensor model for vibration

Due to principle of the fiber grating pitch and refractive index that vary with the fiber undergoing strain along the axial direction, based on the central wavelength formula (9) and the assumption that the fiber grating is only affected by it, the central wavelength shifting value of the Bragg fiber grating could be obtained as follows:

\[
\frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda_B} = \frac{\Delta \Lambda}{\Lambda} + \frac{\Delta n_{\text{eff}}}{n_{\text{eff}}} \tag{11}
\]

where: \( \Delta \lambda, \Delta \Lambda \) and \( \Delta n_{\text{eff}} \) represent the changing value of FBG central wavelength, grating period and refractive index separately.

When strain is applied along the axial direction in the fiber, the refractive index variation of the FBG satisfies the following formula:

\[
\frac{\Delta n_{\text{eff}}}{n_{\text{eff}}} = \frac{1}{2} n_{\text{eff}}^2 \left[ (1 - \mu) P_{12} - \mu P_{11} \right] \varepsilon = -P_\varepsilon \tag{12}
\]
where: \( p_e \) represents the elasto-optical coefficient, and defined as
\[
p_e = \pi^2 \left[ (1 - \mu) P_{11} - \mu P_{12} \right] / 2,
\]
\( \epsilon \) represents strain of the fiber grating along the axial direction, \( \mu \) represents the Poisson’s ratio of the fiber material. \( P_{11} \) and \( P_{12} \) represent the elastic tensor components of the fiber grating.

Based on the definition of axial strain and Eq. (11), we could obtain the strain detecting formula as follows:
\[
\frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda_B} = (1 - p_e) \epsilon
\]

Based on the relationship between strain and wavelength and the detecting value of the center wavelength, the vibration could be reversed by using the relationship between stress and strain.

3.3. Long-gauge vibration/temperature sensor

3.3.1. Introduction to QPS Photronics

QPS is an innovator in the field of fiber optic sensors and specifically FBG’s. They bring gratings from research into marketable products.

3.3.2. Introduction of long-gauge vibration/temperature sensor

Because fiber optics are made of glass with no conducting materials, fitting well in environments undergoing high-voltages and strong electromagnetic fields, based on the FBG vibration/temperature sensor model, this section introduces how the sensors were designed to satisfy the power industry requirements using FBGs.

The ability to measure both vibration and temperature is based on interference: two identical FBGs are printed on the same fiber at a small distance, which forms a cavity. When a laser beam with matching center wavelength is emitted into the cavity, it is reflected and goes through a 180° phase shift, giving rise to two interfering beams and a dense fringe spectrum as shown in Figure 10.

The larger the cavity length, the denser will be the fringe pack with steeper slope, playing on sensitivity. The vibration function is realized by programming an operating point at the midpoint of the rising slope of a selected fringe. This operating point stays locked using

\[ \text{Figure 10. Correlation between fiber optic structure and resulting spectrum where a selected fringe will be monitored for changes due to both static/dynamic strain and temperature. Courtesy of QPS Photronics.} \]
both the laser current (LC) and the thermoelectric cooler (TEC) analog controls of the laser. When vibration occurs, the fringe pattern will be moving right and left, it forces the operating point to ride up and down the slope, translated into linear intensity changes. The changes accurately reflect the actual vibration that is occurring. Since the cavity is also affected by temperature, a self-calibration algorithm was introduced to re-establish the operating point and such compensation delivers an indirect method to measure temperature (see Figure 11).

Another invention linked to the cavity is the long gauge technology. By splicing a length of single-mode optical fiber on to the cavity, a new cavity sprouts between the two matching FBGs cavity and the interrogation system connector. Said connector triggers a Fresnel broadband reflection, enabling a thin in-slot vibration distributed sensor to be used in a field test inside a gas-fired generator [32]. The FBG based architecture is housed within a 2 mm thin package that allows easy insertion into tight spots, whereas another supplier of the same field requires two separate large sensors that limit locations where they could be installed [33].

4. Sensing temperature and vibration

Based on the system for temperature and vibration monitoring shown in Figure 12, the generator insulation’s temperature and vibration becomes possible by using different sensing units that are placed at different locations. By control and analyzing different signals received from different sensors, not only the insulation temperature and vibration can be obtained, but insulation hot-spots can be pinpointed by using the relation between wavelength and vibration.

The detecting system consists of three parts: the signal control & processing unit, signal transmission unit and sensing unit. After the output of the optical signal is converted into an electrical equivalent by the photoelectric converter, and acquired & collected by the data collecting...
system, the signal can be transmitted to the computer and processed by the specific software. Then the hot-spot/temperature and vibration can be determined. The related parameters of the vibration of the measured object can be obtained after the analysis and processing of the data on the computer through the vibration monitoring software. The signal control & processing unit consists of an incident optical source, interrogator, display and computer. Incident optical source is used as the stimulating source of the incident light, computer that installed the control software was considered as the head of the detecting system and could send the information and analyze the feedback signal that come from the interrogator complete.

In order to get more information of different locations in the insulation, several fiber gratings having different center wavelength are set in different locations of the optical fiber. Many optical fibers are connected to the interrogator and form the sensing transducer array. The system of the temperature and vibration detection is shown as Figure 12 and the sensing transducer array is shown as Figure 13.

4.1. Details of the field test

There are two types of sensors. One of them makes use of the Brillouin technology where two laser beams are fed into the same fiber optic loop and both lasers have very close center wavelengths that are made to beat against each other, generating a beat frequency. This beat frequency is sensitive to any index changes in the fiber as hot spots. Hence, it is able to report their location along the sensing fiber. The temperature sensor forms a loop inside the slot. In the middle of it a single point temperature (yet distributed for vibration) sensor is installed (see Figure 14). The top slightly bluish fiber together with the bottom yellow fiber are the Brillouin temperature sensing loop; the dark hexagon houses the temperature sensing cavity with vibration sensitivity for the whole length of the fiber extension. The whole length of the slot, which measures five meters long, has its vibration captured. The single point temperature measurement provides a temperature reference for the Brillouin hot spot temperature sensing measurement.

Besides the Brillouin hot spots sensor and the in-slot vibration sensor, two other cavity vibration sensors were installed. One is coupled with the end winding lead and another one with the end winding bus, all are done on the neutral phase of the generator. All sensing fibers

Figure 12. System diagram for temperature and vibration detection. Courtesy of QPS Photronics.
are protected by Teflon tubes where the sensor tip is housed in a molded PEEK package as shown in Figure 15 (left). It is an open face design. The same sensor was also used to measure vibration inside the transformer. The long gauge vibration sensor is a wideband sensor, able to detect frequencies ranging from 10 Hz to 1 kHz for standard version and 5 Hz to 2 kHz for extended sensing range as depicted in Figure 15 (right).

4.2. Vibration sensing

4.2.1. In-slot vibration

Gas-fired generators are known to produce strong vibration and noise [34]. The in-slot vibration sensor, which has been installed onto the wedge (see Figure 14), gave a very clear vibration response as illustrated in Figure 16.

We observed a strong line frequency (1xLF) vibration peak together with a strong two times line frequency (2xLF) component. The 1xLF component measures 15-mil peak-to-peak and the 2xLF component measured 10-mil peak-to-peak. This was very high compared with

Figure 13. The sensing transducer array. Courtesy of QPS Photronics.

Figure 14. The in-slot vibration sensor installed between the Brillouin temperature sensing fiber loop (U-turn not shown).Courtesy of Calpine Corporation and QPS Photronics.
previously experienced 6-mil peak-to-peak in the end winding vibration of coal-fired generators. It is noted that there exists some harmonics, which rolled off normally but then showed a strong peak at 6xLF. In this generator design, the bearing is coupled onto the frame, which became incorporated into the slot vibration. Concern was expressed to Calpine as this seems to be slightly too high. The 1xLF vibration seems to be related to balancing while the 2xLF component to alignment. This excessive vibration appears to validate the visual inspection of the winding sample cutout from the generator before the rewind.

Figure 15. At left, the vibration sensing cavity housed inside a PEEK package. At right, the in-slot vibration sensor bandwidth can even be extended from 10 Hz–1 kHz (standard) to 5 Hz–2 kHz. Courtesy of QPS Photronics.

Figure 16. FFT shows in-slot vibration characteristics. Courtesy of QPS Photronics.
4.2.2. End winding lead vibration

One single point vibration sensor was installed at the end winding of the neutral lead as depicted in Figure 17. The photograph at the right shows the end winding conductor before installation where the colored circles pinpoint where the two additional discrete sensors would end up coupled.

The end winding lead sensor also showed strong vibration spectrum in both 1xLF and 2xLF. There were hardly any harmonics. The 1xLF component measured 15-mil peak-to-peak and the 2xLF component measured 11-mil. They are higher than what we expect but consistent to the in-slot measurement (see Figure 18).

4.2.3. End winding bus vibration

A third vibration sensor was mounted on the neutral end winding bus (see Figure 17). Once again, the vibration observed here is also consistent as depicted below in Figure 19.

Larger vibration amplitude is shown: 1xLF component measured 16.5-mil peak-to-peak and 2xLF measured 12.1-mil peak-to-peak. It seems that gas-fired generators vibrate much more than the coal-fired generators. Plant experts informed all participants of the field test that it may be related to the generator design where the bearing is coupled to the frame. Vibration was so strong in similar machines that cracks developed.

4.3. In-slot and end winding temperatures

The temperature distribution inside the slot was measured by the Brillouin fiber optic loop sensor. The gathered data brought up a wave-like distribution as demonstrated in Figure 20.

![Figure 17](image)

**Figure 17.** Two discrete sensors coupled at different locations of the neutral bus of the phase C conductor. Courtesy of Calpine Corporation and QPS Photronics.
The distribution is not flat; the cooling airflow did not form a perfect balance. The temperature extrema were less than 2°C apart, positively assuring the lack of hot spots. We tried to line up the temperature profile with the layout of the air ducts by wrapping over at the middle. Valleys coincide very well with the air duct exhaust and the top peak always occurs in the middle between two air ducts where there is minimum cooling airflow as illustrated in Figure 20 (right). The difference between peak and valley is consistent at different loading levels.

Figure 21 shows the temperature measurement of the in-slot sensor. The red plot indicates the coarse temperature reading of 70°C at a loading of 170 MVA. The blue line shows the fine temperature variation over a period of 10 min. The sensor was able to detect temperature changes down to 0.1°C.

The end winding lead of Figure 22 (left) showed a temperature consistent with the slot as well as the end winding bus plotted in Figure 22 (right). All of them read close to each other, there does not seem to be any problem.
4.4. Air cooling inside a gas-fired generator

The gas-fired generator involved in the field test was manufactured by Siemens [35–38]. Figure 23 shows a conceptual diagram of the cooling air radial flow. There are resistance
temperature detectors (RTDs) installed at different locations along the air path. We will compare our measurement with those coming from the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA).

Cooling air flows through many cooling ducts placed approximately 2 inches apart from each other. Blue arrows are meant to represent cooler air entering the core. As it flows through the ducts, the air progressively relieves the stator core of its heat (yellow arrows) and it ends up evacuated (red arrows) via the main central exhaust. Since RTDs carry conducting material, they are mainly installed in the grounded core. This field test represented the first time where in-slot vibration and hot spot measurements were performed.

5. Analysis and discussion for temperature measurement

The field test was performed after a successful rewind. A close examination of a sample segment of the old winding showed that defects always started extremely small at the scale of few millimeters as seen in the pinholes of Figure 6. In the advanced stages of disturbance, there appears a single or multiple small dark depressions inside the exposed mica. These might represent two stages of degradation. If hot spots were to start as point defects, prior observations make sense. These disturbed areas in the carbon paint grew increasingly larger together with the dark spots within them. We could not confirm whether these dark spots represent complete shorts to the copper conductor. The mica insulation is usually quite thick. The dark spot certainly looks like a reduced thickness in the mica. This must be a lengthy process for the electro-etching caused by the plasma of deionized air resulting from a strong in-slot vibration.
as mentioned in an earlier section of this paper. Discussion with the plant technical staff experienced with maintaining these gas-fired generators indicated that troubles seem to start typically after 5–10 years. The distributed temperature sensing Brillouin technology is usually used for oil and gas pipeline and helps to locate small leaks. Best spatial resolution is listed as three centimeters [39], which is much larger than the defects we observed, therefore, no hot spots were found despite our expectations. Given that the generator has been rewound and the insulation is new it would take several years for the defect to grow to a size large enough to be detected by the sensing fiber. We believe it is better to maintain the sensors as a continuous monitoring tool where we can see slight temperature changes down to 0.01°C increments.

5.1. Analysis and discussion for vibration measurement

This field test demonstrates consistent strong vibration in both 1xLF and 2xLF. A spectral analysis tool published by SKF USA Inc. [40], the strong vibration is related to misalignment (strong 2xLF amplitude) and also imbalance (strong 1xLF amplitude). Misalignment can be caused by thermal expansion; alignment could be performed when the generator is cold then heat up when it is placed in full operation. Thermal expansion might have caused the rotor to become elliptical instead of being perfectly circular. Misalignment could also be caused by shifting of the foundation or uneven support [41]. On the other hand, imbalance seems to be the cause of the strong 1xLF vibration. Their relative amplitude might indicate the extent of each problem (see [20]).

Referring to Figure 15 of SKF USA Inc. article (see [40]), their example can be compared to the data of this field test (see Figures 16, 18 and 19) and it seems that both imbalance and misalignment could be affecting the generator. These measured values were two to three times higher than typical measurements on large coal-fired generators. Those large generators do not display any 1xLF vibration signal at all because they are physically much larger in structure.

5.2. Proposed composite damage model for gas-fired generators

The fiber optic signal processing system equipped with a gateway device connects the large volume of sensor data with the plant data from the SCADA for parametric correlation between cause (loading, start-stop periods, etc.) and result (level of vibration and temperature). Figure 24 displays a flowchart of damage diagnostic that would be further quantified with aforementioned correlation.

It is now possible to simplify the problem into an intuitive model that does not involve complex mathematics [42–46]. The methodology is described below and can be used to analyze the measured data from these fiber optic sensors. It has been known that gas generators are frequently subjected to many daily start-stop events: the winds are usually stronger during the night and the sun shines more strongly late morning and afternoon. When these renewable energies become abundant, gas turbines must be turned off for the total power to not overload the power grid (see Figure 25).

When these start-stop cycles occur [47], the inside temperature of a generator would go through significant changes. Frequent start-stop cycles together with strong vibration will potentially cause delamination of the insulation as well as voids at their interface with the conducting copper. They also have different coefficients of expansion. Severe vibration can
introduce cracks inside the thick epoxy mica and voids inside the mica facilitating PDs [48–56]. Of course, winding temperature would depend on load which will show up in the temperature trending profile in an online monitoring configuration. Loading changes will be reflected in changes in the 2xLF vibration amplitude, which is affected by the electromagnetic forces interaction between the rotor and the stator. Simultaneously, the temperature will also see small adjustments due to additional heating caused by higher load currents. Hence, smaller temperature changes will reflect the loading conditions and correlation with the control signal from the SCADA system becomes unnecessary. Current stage of sensor development allows the freedom to take advantage of the latest technology like the internet-of-things (IoT) where signals can be analyzed by gateway devices attached to our signal processing system. Then, the partially analyzed data are transmitted to a cloud where higher level calculation is performed to form a residual life model as well as providing warnings for urgent attention and quick remedial decisions. As for the start-stop cycles, they will simply switch the vibration signals on and off. These will be very clear and easy to interpret. Since temperature change is slow, its decrease will come gradually. Again, these data can be derived without any connection to the SCADA system of the power plant (power industry is known to be very concerned about external connection to their SCADA, making it open to external hacking).
The proposed model consists of a menu of degradation processes, individually selectable to form a clear picture of health of the air-cooled gas-fired generator, all based on the sensor ability to work inside high voltages, and strong electromagnetic fields. They are also small (0.5” X 3” X 0.08”) and can fit inside the stator slots which are approximately 1” in width. Once installed in place, these sensors will be able to measure both thermal as well as mechanical stresses. The class of insulation material and the operating voltage of the generator have defined the limit of the electrical stress. Thermal stresses can be measured directly inside the slot as well as the end winding overhang where curvature might give rise to current crowding. These sensors are also designed to be thin; they can easily conform to any curved surface yet maintain good thermal contact. The field test described in prior sections represents the first occasion where direct measurement could be done inside the generator slot. Previous work combining the total aging effect consider vibration as related mainly to fatigue, which might not be the case here.

From the failure analysis of the extracted winding section prior to the rewind, there was clear evidence of vibration sparking. Defects first appeared as small pinholes in the carbon paint, which grew with time. Once these defects grew into sufficient size while developing local high voltage spots, they cause the air to break down into plasma, whereas the remaining half of the vibration cycle broke the current path and turns the plasma into a source for electro-etching. Vibration sparking together with frequent start-stop cycles drastically shortens the lifespan of the gas-fired generator. This hypothesis was reinforced while working with Calpine maintenance staff: gas-fired generators typically start to have trouble as early as the warranty period within 5–10 years. This information is compared to the prior field tests of coal-fired base load generators monitoring stator end winding (SEW) vibration, where rewind would only be done after 30–40 years of operation. Vibration sparking might come with a threshold related to vibration peak-to-peak amplitudes. In fact vibration amplitudes observed at Hermiston field test showed a magnitude two to three times greater than the ones collected from coal-fired power plants where they are usually less than 150 microns peak-to-peak. There is another possibility. Large coal-fired generators are hydrogen-cooled. Hydrogen does not break down easily, pinhole defects in their old winding samples were rare occurrences. The proposed second field test for Calpine Corporation will take place in their plant of Texas (Hidalgo Energy Center) where the gas-fired generator would be hydrogen-cooled. We will go through the same analysis and compare the vibration and temperature data there. Fiber optic sensor capturing PD events will be introduced, provided PD first produced the pinhole defects that facilitated the following vibration sparking destruction. Those PD sensors are based on a very long FBG cavity. Cavity length affects sensor performance: the longer the cavity, the denser would be the interference fringes. These fringes will have steeper slopes and therefore more sensitive to small surface acoustic wave perturbations. Fringes are so densely packed spectrally that maintaining the operating point will not be needed. This PD sensor will not be affected by small changes in temperature and will pick up PD events along the full length of the optical fiber cavity. However, it is a dedicated PD sensor and will not be able to measure temperature. The distributed low frequency vibration sensor will be set in the same slot as the PD sensor to collect all the data that would complement each other.

The influence of PD on the proposed aging model is that they start to register pinhole formation. As the defects grew both in magnitude and incidence, an indication is given about the size of the carbon paint disturbance. However, the PD sensor would not be able to detect the
onset of electro etching. Arcing experiments will be conducted in laboratory environment to study and relate the signatures associated with the electro-etching process.

In summary, it is a damage model of the insulation. It is related to the accelerated aging of insulation inside the gas-fired generator and additional work will be needed to turn it into a residual life prediction model. Such a model will depend on the design, and manufacturing workmanship, which vary depending on the individual OEMs.

5.3. Influence of start-stop cycles

Frequent start-stop cycles can cause stresses due to coefficient of expansion differences between different materials used inside the generator (see Figure 26).

In the industry, the effect of start-stop cycles is introduced as a life consumption factor. Attempts to use the gas generator to compensate for the intermittent renewables like the solar and wind is one instance. It might have to be turned on and off several times per day. The number of times per day serves to cause an apparent acceleration factor. In a case where it is done three times a day, each additional day of operation in that fashion is equivalent to 3 days of operation, effectively shortening their lifespan. An increasingly accumulated number of start-stop cycles per day correspondingly shorten the life of the generator. This explains the difference between the expected onsets of problems comparing a coal-fired power plant versus the gas-fired unit. Coal-fired plants usually need to be rewound after 30 years, whereas the gas generator needs adjustments at a daily pace depending of the wind and solar, leading to a major maintenance even inside the warranty period. This aging factor ranges from three to six, depending on the frequency of start-stop cycles per day.

So the life of a gas generator depends not only on who manufactured them, but it also depends how owners use them. Using fiber optic sensors it would be possible to get a real-time picture of how the generator is doing and extend its lifespan.

In summary, a new class of fiber optic sensors is introduced and can address the following complex problems:

- Marginal design and poor choice of material to be indicated by the onset of PD activities
- Number of start-stop cycles in its mode of operation as observed in the cycle of large temperature changes

Figure 26. Cracking of copper turns and also bowing of the rotor.
• Ongoing electrical and thermal stresses
• Degradation due to vibration sparking
• Signature analysis of the observed vibration spectrum indicating structural looseness and other mechanical problems like misalignment and unbalancing.

With the upcoming field tests, this aging model covering generators of various sizes and make will become more sophisticated, turning the monitoring solution into a service business.

6. Conclusion

Sensors which can survive in a hostile environment are essential to understanding the aging process of turbines. It is quite possible that the key to extending the lifespan of turbines is real time monitoring using fiber optic sensors for both vibration and temperature.

We have proven through this test that real time monitoring of vibration and temperature is both possible and economical. What needs to happen now is that these measurements need to take a part in the day to day operation of generating plants. By sensing internal vibration and temperature we can know when a particular turbine is on the edge of conditions which will lead to lasting damage and a control scheme can be implemented where other turbines will start up to alleviate those conditions before damage happens resulting in increased life span of all the turbines. At the moment these turbines have a very limited lifespan, typically 7 or 8 years. With improved controls there could be a significant improvement in that lifespan. This would have benefits in reducing asset costs, improving reliability to customers and improved safety for workers at the plant.
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